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WE CONSIDER compact Riemannian manifolds M. In recent investigations on closed 
geodesics, the introduction of the Hilbert manifold AM of closed HI-curves on M has 
proved very convenient. In particular, the closed geodesics on M thereby correspond to 
the non-constant critical points of the energy integral E on AM. Such a critical point c 
is part of a full O(2)-orbit of critical points given by reparametrisations of c. Moreover, 
every such critical orbit O(2). c gives rise to a so-called tower {O(2). cm), , o of critical points 
formed by the m-fold iterates of elements in 0(2).c. 
Clearly, the elements in a tower are not essentially different from a geometric point of 
view. Therefore to find “many” geometrically distinct closed geodesics means to find 
“many” disjoint towers. 
Assume now that all orbits in the tower {0(2).cm} are isolated critical orbits; as a critical 
orbit, each O(2).? generates local homology. In[3,4] Gromoll and Meyer prove that the 
local homology generated by an arbitrary orbit 0(2).cm is essentially determined by the 
local homology generated by finitely many of the orbits of the tower. From this they 
conclude that a finite number of towers does not suffice to accommodate all of the 
homology of AM, provided it is rich in the sense that the sequence of Betti numbers of 
AM is unbounded. 
Subsequent work took into consideration also the finer structure of AM, stemming 
from a canonical O(2)-action. With this one could show that there exist on AM more 
critical points than it is necessitated simply by the homology of AM. In many cases it thus 
became possible to prove the existence of infinitely many towers also in the case where 
the homology of AM is very poor, as e.g. when M has the homology type of a sphere, 
see[6]. For a new successful approach to this problem see[5]. 
This paper is completely independent of the above-mentioned results from[5,6]. It 
describes a new method which yields, under certain hypotheses on the local homology 
generated by the orbits of a given tower, the existence of infinitely many additional towers 
in AM. For the case of surfaces, this method goes back to[2]. We give two applications. 
More are possible, they will be described elsewhere. 
We believe that the present paper deserves attention not only for its results but also 
for the fact that it shows that there is more structure in the space AM than simply its 
homology, or even its equivariant homology with respect to the afore-mentioned 
O(2)-action. For the investigation of AM, new methods are called for, and there might still 
be some surprises on the way to a complete understanding of the distribution and the 
behaviour of closed geodesics on a Riemannian manifold. 
$1. NOTATION 
Let M be a differential manifold with Riemannian structure (,) and induced metric 
d: M x M-+LQ. We denote by S: = lw/Z the unit circle and by A = AM the space of closed 
HI-curves ;‘: S +M. A carries naturally the structure of a Riemannian Hilbert manifold. 
For this and related material see[6], Chapter 1. On A we have the metric dA induced by 
the Riemannian structure and the metric d,. d,(fi, y): = max d@(s), y(s)), generating the 
SE.7 
compact-open topology. Note that d,’ I 2d,‘. but the topology of A as a Hilbert manifold 
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is finer than the compact-open topology. The energy functional E: A-R. E(y): = 
gs(Y+), “My s. is smooth and its singular points are exactly the constant curves and the 
closed geodesics which, by definition, we always assume to be nonconstant. The index 
ind(c) of a closed geodesic c is the (finite) dimension of the negative eigenspace of the 
Hessian D?El,. of E at c. We have a continuous E-equivariant S-action S x A+A. 
s .7(t): = ;‘(s + t). The effect of this operation is to change the initial point of ;’ from ~(0) 
to y(s). If c is a closed geodesic its S-orbit S. c is called a critical orbit. S c is a submanifold 
of A diffeomorphic to S. Since for fixed s&S the E-equivariant map ;‘-+s ‘7 is an 
isometry-in particular a diffeomorphism-of A, all s. cd. c are closed geodesics and 
ind(s .c) = ind (c). For md we consider the m-fold iteration map I++“: A+A sending YEA 
to rl/“(r): = y”’ where Ye: = ;,(ms). I/I” is smooth and E ;$‘” = m’E. ;‘EA is called prime 
if ‘J = 8”’ with /?EA implies [ml = 1. Closed geodesics which only differ by the S-action or 
by iteration will not be considered geometrically different. Accordingly the existence of 
infinitely many closed geodesics means the existence of infinitely many pairwise disjoint 
S-orbits of prime closed geodesics. 
We will use the following abbreviations. For K > 0 we set A”: = E-‘([O, K)). If c is a 
closed geodesic A(c) denotes the set {YEAIE(‘J) < E(c)). For a neighborhood U of a critical 
orbit S .c we define U -: = U nA(c) if no confusion is possible. We use homology with 
coefficients in Z unless otherwise stated. For A z X z M and p 2 1 we denote by s(X, A) 
the set of relative homotopy classes of maps from (P, SP-‘) to (X. A). Here P denotes 
the closed unit ball in [WP and S-l: = dDP. 
$2. RESULTS 
If one is looking for closed geodesics by methods from Morse theory a most important 
problem is to control the local homology H,(A(c”)U S. cm, A(P)) generated by the 
S-orbits of iterated closed geodesics. This is comparatively simple in the generic case, when 
E:A+[W is an S-equivariant Morse function, see [6], Chap. 2. The degenerate case has 
been treated by Gromoll and Meyer in[4]. Roughly their results can be summarized as 
follows: for fixed c the Betti numbers of H,(A(cm)US .c”‘, A(cm)) are uniformly bounded. 
If ind(c”) does not vanish for all m&J then ind(c”) grows linearly with m and 
H&A(P) U S cm, A(?“)) = 0 except possibly in domensions ind(c”) I p I 
ind(c”) + 2n - 1, n: = dim M. In particular for fixed p we have H,(A(c”) U S .cm. A(cm)) = 
0 for almost all m&J. If ind(c”) vanishes identically, however, 
$::H,(A(c)US.c, A(c)) -H,(A(c”) U S . cm, A(P)) 
is an isomorphism for a large number of integers m. When one tries to obtain closed 
geodesics from topological information on (A, E) a tower of closed geodesics with 
vanishing index can cause trouble since it can produce a lot of local homology in a fixed 
dimension, for examples see Sect. 3. 
The purpose of this section is to prove a theorem which allows to treat all geodesics 
with ind(c”) = 0 as local minima of E. Since a non-degenerate closed geodesic c with 
ind(c) = 0 is a local minimum of E anyway we essentially reduce the degenerate to the 
non-degenerate case. Maybe it is not superfluous to mention that for every p I n there can 
exist closed geodesics c such that ind(c”) 3 0 and H,,(A(c)US ‘c. A(c)) # 0. 
The above-mentioned results in[4] show that, in the case of growing index, a relative 
homology class in H,(A(c)US ‘c, A(c)) is killed by iteration while an iterated class 
generally survives in H,(A(c”)US~c”, A(?)) if ind(c”) = 0. These results are of 
infinitesimal nature. By a global procedure which was first used in[2] we prove that any 
relative homotopy class in (A, A”), K > 0, is killed by iteration. 
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THEOREM 1. For some K > 0 let [g] be a class in 7t,,(A, A “). Then 
[g”]: = [*mog]E7rp(fl, AKm’) is trivial for almost all m&. 
ProoJ First we describe the procedure mentioned above. Suppose we are given a 
homotopy h:[a, b]-rA. Then h”: = $“oh is a naturally associated homotopy from h”(a) 
to h”‘(b). Our new tool is a different homotopy h,:[a, b]+A from h,,,(a) = h”‘(a) to 
h,(b) = h”(b) associated with h. While h” pulls the m loops of h”(a) to h”(b) as a whole 
h, pulls, via h, one loop at a time from h”(u) to h”(b) connecting up with parts of the 
curve [-*h(t)(O). Hence, in order to assure h,(t)&, we will assume that the curve d of 
initial points of h, d: [a, b]-rM, d(l): = h(t)(O), is of class HI. A diagram of h, (for m = 3) 
can be found in [2], see also [7], p. 299 and [I], p. 586. Explicitly one can define h, as follows: 
For paths cr:[a,, a,]-+M and P:[b,, b,]+M with a(aJ = jl(b,) denote by a -I: [a,, a,]+M, 
a-‘(t): = a(az+a, - r), the inverse path of a and by a*b: [a,, aI+ b2- b,]-+M, 
a*Blla,, aA = a and a*/?(f): = B(t - a, + 6,) for tE[a,, a2 + bz - b,], the associative com- 
position of a and 8. If a is a loop, i.e. a(a,) = a(aJ, the r-fold composition of a with itself 
will be denoted by a *r in order to distinguish a*’ from a’: = +‘(a) previously defined in 
case aeA. We first define loops &,(I) for a I t I b which, when parametrised on S = R/Z, 
yield the h,(r)EA. Let k denote an integer such that 1 I k I m - 2, and u a real number 
in [0, (b - a)/m]. 
&,(a + u): = h(a)*‘“-“*(dj[a, a + mu])*h(a + mu)*(dj[a, a + mu])-’ 
lm a+k(b-a)+u 
( > 
: = h(a) *(m-k-‘)*(dj[a, a + mu])*h(a + mu)* 
(dj[a + mu, b])*h (b)*%d - ’ 
> 
: = h(a + mu)*(d([a + mu, b])*h(b)*‘“-“*(dl[a + mu, b])-‘. 
Note that the loops &,(a + u), &(a + k/m(b - a) + u), &,(b - (b - a)/m + u) are re- 
spectively defined on [0, m(1 + 2u)], [0, m + 2(b - a)], [0, m + 2(b - a - mu)]. Now h,(t) 
is obtained from &,(t) by reparametrising &(t) on S = R/i? proportionally to the original 
parametrisation. For the continuity of h, as a map into A see the end of the proof of 
Theorem 1. If we set 
Kdh): = max{W(aN, W(b))} 
K,(h): = max{E(h(t))jtg[a, b.]j 
tc2(h): = ; 
f 
Id(r)l*dt 
(1 
an easy calculation shows 
@h,,,(r)) 15 (m + 2(b - a))((m - 1)x0(h) + K,(h) + 2&(h)). 
The crucial point is that 
(1) 
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lim = K,(h) 
m-r 
Now the idea is the following: g: (Dp, Sp-‘)+(A, A”) can be considered as a map G 
from Dp- ’ into the path space of A. This is done as usual by defining 
G(x): [-a(x),a(x)]-+A by G(x)(t)=g(x. t) where .xED~-‘, a(x) = jl -Ix/’ and 
(x, t)~Dp G Dp-’ x R. Then we can define g,,,: (DP, .!?‘-‘)--+(A, A”“‘) by 
g,(x, t): = (G(x)),(t) and there is a natural homotopy h: (Dp, .Sp-‘) x [0, I]-(A, AK”“) 
from g” to g,. Since Sp-’ is compact there exists t > 0 such that Q(G(K)) I K - 6 for all 
XEDP- ’ while we can assume that JQ(G(x)) is uniformly bounded. Since 
~c’(G(x)) I max(E zg) for all XED~-’ inequality (1) implies 
!‘“, 
-( 
--$ max{E(g,CL),lvEDp~) 5 K - E. 
This proves our claim. 
We now come to the details. We will replace g by a rel(A, A”)-homotopic map, called 
g again, such that the homotopy h from g” to g, can be defined and such that K~(G(x)) 
is uniformly bounded. This can be achieved most easily by a finite-dimensional approxi- 
mation to A. Such a finite-dimensional approximation consists of an open subset An of 
A, a finite-dimensional submanifold Qs A, and a retraction Pn: A,+Q which is homotopic 
to id, by energy-nonincreasing maps. The set R consists of closed geodesic polygons with 
vertices at fixed parameter values only, for details see [2], Sect. 2, or [8]. Since g(DP) is 
compact one can find a finite-dimensional approximation Pa: A,-&! such that g(Dp) E A,. 
Then P,og: (DP, SF-‘)-(a, CY), R”: = Qfl A’, is rel(A, AK) - homotopic to g. Using stan- 
dard arguments we can approximate P,og by a rel(R, R”)-homotopic map of class C” 
which we call g again. Then the curves of initial points t-G(x)(t)(O) = g(x, t)(O) are C” 
for all xcDP-’ so that (G(x)),,, is defined. Furthermore K~(G(x)) is uniformly bounded. It 
remains to find a homotopy h: (Dp, Sp- ‘) x [0, l]-(A, AKm2) from g” to g,. We decompose 
~EDP into y = (x, f)~Dp-’ x R and set 
G(x, s): = G(x)l[ - m(x), sa(x)]:[ - m(x), sa(x)]+A 
where XEDP-‘, SE[O, l] and a(x) = ,,/m. Then we define 
h(_y, s) = h(x, t, s): = 
fYY> for (t( 2sa(x) 
(G(x, .s)),(t) for (tl Isa(x). 
Obviously h is well-defined, hCy, 0) = g”O,). hti, 1) = (G(x)),(t) = gmti) and 
h ty, s) = gm(v)EAKm * if y&-‘. The continuity of h is a consequence of the continuity of 
g and the fact that the curves of initial points t -*G(x, s)(t)(O), t~[ - su(x), su(x)], depend 
on (x, s) continuously in the H’-topology. This is elementary but maybe not obvious. 
An easy way to get around this point is the following: Choose a finite-dimensional 
approximation P,:A,+R such that An contains the image of h. Then 
P,oh:(Df’, Sp-‘) x [0, l]-(A, A”“*) is continuous with respect to the Hilbert manifold 
topology since h is obviously continuous with respect to the compact-open topology and 
since on R the metrics d, and d,., are locally equivalent. Finally Pno h(., 0) is 
rel(A, A”“‘)-homotopic to h(., 0) = g” and P,sh(DP x { 11) s AK”‘* if g,(Dp) E AK’“‘. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
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Theorem I cannot be easily applied in Morse theory since it concerns homotopy instead 
of homology. So our next aim is to obtain a related result for homology groups. The idea 
is to apply Theorem I successively to all the faces of the singular simplices of a relative 
cycle in (A, A”). Our conclusion will be that suitable iterates of the cycle are homologically 
trivial, In the final step we need the following lemma from algebraic topology which is 
easily proved along the lines of [3], Lemma 7.5.7. Here A4 denotes the standard q-simplex 
and ey’: Aq-‘-+Ay den otes the standard linear map onto the ith face of Aq. 
LEMMA 1. Let (X, A) be a pair of topological spaces and a a singular relative p-cycle of 
(X, A). Let C denote the set of singular simplices of a together with all their faces. Suppose 
to every a&, a: Aq+X, 0 I q I p, there is assigned a map P(a): A4 x [0, II-+X such that 
(i) P(o)(z, 0) = C(Z) for .zEAq 
(ii) P(a)@, t) = O(Z) if u(Aq) & A 
(iii) P(o)(AQ x (l}) 5 A 
(iv) P(o)D(e,,’ x id) = P(0 oe,‘) for 0 I i I q. 
Then the homology class [a]rzH,(X, A) vanishes. 
By repetitive use of Theorem 1 we will prove. 
THEOREM 2. Let H be a Jinitely generated subgroup of H,(A,, A”), where K > 0 and A, 
is the union of all components of A intersecting A”. Let K be a finite set of integers k 2 2. 
Then there exists m&J such that no keK divides m and such that e;(H) vanishes in 
H,(A, A”‘“‘). 
Proof Let I: be a finite set of singular simplices in A, which contains all the faces of 
each of its simplices. We are going to find m&J such that no kEK divides m and such that 
the pair (A, A”“‘) and the set C,: = {$” 0 (T Icr EC} admit an operator P satisfying properties 
(i)-(iv) of Lemma 1. Then our claim follows from Lemma 1. 
The proof of the statement above is by induction on p = max{dim ala&}. By the 
definition of A, the case p = 0 is trivial. Here we can choose any integer m such that no 
kEK divides m . In case p 2 1 we apply the inductive hypothesis to C’: = {a&/dim 0 < p}. 
We obtain rEN such that no kEK divides r and maps P(+‘oa), a&‘, satisfying (i)-(iv) 
with (X, A): = (A, AKr2). For technical reasons we assume 
P(ICIroa)(., r) = P($‘oa)(., f) for t 2 +. (1) 
Now fix a&E - X’ with o(Ap)$AK. Because of (iv) the maps P($‘oa se,‘), 0 5 i <p, induce 
a map Q’: SAP x [O, l]+A such that 
Q’o(e,’ x id) = P(~++~oa oepl). (2) 
In particular we have Q’(z. 0) = tj’ca(z) and Q’(c, $Akr2. Let Q: AP x [O, l]+A be an 
extension of the homotopy Q’ such that 
Q(., 0) = $‘~a. (3) 
Since Q(z. ikAhr-) for r~c’A” the map Q(., 4) represents an element of n,(A, A”?). According 
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to Theorem I we can find s&J, independent of u, such that m = t-s satisfies 
no k EK divides m 
[J/“o Q(., i)] is trivial in n&A, pm:). 
Hence there exists a homotopy H: AJ’ x [& l]+A such that 
H(z, $) = $“o Q(z, {) and H(z, 1)~h”“’ for ZEAL. (4) 
Obviously we can assume 
H(z, t) = H(z, i) for (z, t)&Ap x @, 11. (5) 
Now let us define P(a’) for rr’&Z,,,. There exists a unique VEX such that cr’ = $mccr. If 
dima’<p we set P(cr’):=\I/“oP(+‘oo). If dima’=p and o(AJ’)?zA” we set 
P(a’)(z. t) = a’(z). Finally, if dim rr’ =p and a(AP)$AK we have homotopies Q = Q(a) 
and H = H(a) as above. We define 
P(a’)(z, t): = 
$“oQ(o)(z, t) for 0 5 r I 4 
H(c)@, t) for:< t Il. 
It follows from (l)--(S) that P has properties (i)-(iv) for (X, A): = (A, AKm2). Thus Theorem 
2 is proved. 
For the rest of this chapter we assume that all critical orbits in A are isolated. Since 
we are looking for infinitely many closed geodesics this does not constitute a restriction 
of generality. 
COROLLARY 1. Let c be a closed geodesic which is not an absolute minimum of E in its 
free homofopy class. Then for every finite set K of integers k 2 2 there exists m& such ihat 
no keK divides m and such that 
$:(H,(A(c)US.c, A(c))) vanishes in H,(A, NC”‘)). 
Remark. We mention again that, by[4], tj;(H.(A(c)U S ‘c, A(c))) even vanishes in 
H,(A(c”‘)US ‘cm, A(c”)) if m is large enough and if ind(cq) is growing while this is generally 
not true if ind(cq) 3 0. 
Proof. We only have to verify the hypotheses of Theorem 2. First of all 
H,(A(c)US.c, A(c)) is finitely generated, see[3], Lemma 2. Since c is not an absolute 
minimum of E in its free homotopy class we have S. c C A, where K: = E(c). Now take H 
to be the image of H.(A(c)U S ‘c, A(c)) under the inclusion into (A,, A”). 
A closed geodesic c such that H,(A(c)US . c, A(c)) = 0 neither helps nor disturbs the 
search for closed geodesics by Morse theoretic methods; Morse theory simply cannot 
detect such c. 
It is obvious that such closed geodesics can occur; examples can easily be found on 
surfaces of revolution. We will give a name to them: 
Definition. A closed geodesic c is called homologically invisible if 
H,(A(c)US .c, A(c)) = 0. 
Using Corollary 1 and Gromoll-Meyer’s results on the local structure of A near 
iterated closed geodesics we are now able to prove 
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THEOREM 3. Let M be compact and let c be a closed geodesic on M such that ind(c”) = 0 
,for all m EN. Suppose c is neither homologically invisible nor an absolute minimum ?f E in 
its free homotop). class. Then there exist i@titely manF closed geodesics on M. 
Proof. First we give the general idea. We may assume that all critical orbits are isolated. 
Choosing a different c. if necessary, we can find p&J such that H,,(A(c)U S .c, A(c)) # 0 
and H&A(d) U S .d, A(d)) = 0 for every q > p and every closed geodesic d with ind(d”) E 0. 
The results in[4] imply that there exist integers {k,, . . . ,k,f, k, 2 2, such that 
$7: H,(A(c)US.c, A(~))-+H,(A(~“)USY”, A(Y)) 
is an isomorphism whenever none of the k, divides m. Now we assume that only finitely 
many towers of closed geodesics exist on M. Then we can find A > 0 such that every closed 
geodesic d with E(d) > A either satisfies ind(d) > p + 1 or ind(d”) E 0. Hence we have 
H,,, ,(A(d)US .d, A(d)) = 0 whenever d is a closed geodesic with E(d) > A. This implies 
that 
H,,(A(c) U S c, A(c)):H&A(c”) U S . cm, A(P)): H,(A, A(c”)) 
is one-to-one if E(c”) > A and none of the ki divides m. This contradicts Theorem 2. Hence 
there exist infinitely many closed geodesics on M. 
We add some details concerning the fact that i.o$r is one-to-one for m&J as above. 
According to[4], Lemma 2, there exist integers {k,, . . . ,k,}, k, 2 2, such that the null-spaces 
of D’E(, and D2El,m have equal dimension whenever none of the k, divides m. For such 
m we can find Hilbert disc bundles D,, D,, D’, over S, neighborhoods U of S ‘c and V 
of S.c” and diffeomorphisms G: D, @D,-,U, F: D’+ 00, @D,-, V such that 
D;OD+OD,:V 
t W” 
D+@D,:U 
(a) 
commutes and 
EcF(x’+. x,, x.o)=~x~J2+~x+(~+~(x~) (b) 
where the first and second derivatives of 4: DO+R vanish on the O-section. 
G and Fare bundle versions of corresponding normal forms of functions with isolated 
critical points, see[3], Lemmas 1 and 7. In particular G and F map the O-sections to S .c 
resp. S.c”‘. From (a) and (b) it is obvious that $“: (U-US.c, U-)-+(V-US*c”, V-) is 
a homotopy equivalence. By excision this implies that 
II/:: H,(A(c)US ‘c, A(c)>-(H,(A(c”)USc”, A(c”))) 
is an isomorphism provided none of the k, divides m. To see that 
i.: H,(A(c”‘)US.c”‘, A(cm))+HP(A, A(c”)) is one-to-one if E(c”) > A we remember 
that H,, ,(A(d)US ,d. A(d)) = 0 for every closed geodesic d of energy E(d) > A. 
Using[6]. Lemma 4.2.3. and some standard arguments from Morse theory (here the 
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compactness of M is essential) this gives H,+,(A, A(c”‘)US.c”) = 0. Hence 
i,: H&A(c’“) U S. c”‘. A(c’“))+H~(A. A(?)) is one-to-one. 
$3. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we give two examples which show how Theorem 3 can be applied to 
prove the existence of infinitely many closed geodesics. In both cases the hitherto existing 
methods yield infinitely many closed geodesics only under the (generically fulfilled) 
assumption that all closed geodesics are non-degenerate. Using Theorem 3 we can get rid 
of this assumption. Theorem 3 will be applied in the following form. 
LEMMA 2. Let M be compact and let (S ‘c,(i&J} be a sequence of pairwise disjoint critical 
orbits such that the ci are not absolute minima of E in their free homotopy classes. Suppose 
there exists p&J such that H,(A(c,)U S ‘ci, A(c,)) # 0 for all i # N. Then there exist infinitely 
many closed geodesics on M. 
Proof: H,(A(cJ US. ci, A(q)) # 0 implies ind(ci) 5 p, see [4], p. 503. Since for every closed 
geodesic c either ind(c”) grows linearly with m or ind(c”) = 0 the ci can be iterates of a 
finite number of prime closed geodesics only if ind(c,“) = 0 for some i&J. In this case 
Theorem 3 proves the existence of infinitely many closed geodesics. 
Remark. All the new closed geodesics in Lemma 2 are freely homotopic to iterates of 
the ci, i&J. 
The following corollary generalizes[2], Theorem 4, to the higher dimensional case. 
COROLLARY 2. Let M be compact with finite fundamental group. Suppose there exists a 
closed geodesic  on A4 such that cm is a local minimum of Efor injinitely many m&. Then 
there exist infinitely many closed geodesics on M. 
Remark (1). ‘An equivalent hypothesis on c is: c is a local minimum of E and 
ind(c”) - 0. In particular, it suffices to assume that c is a local minimum and hyperbolic, 
On orientable surfaces ind(c) = 0 implies ind(c”) = 0, hence Corollary 2 implies[2], 
Theorem 4. 
(2) Instead of card(rt,(M)) < co is suffices to assume that some iterate of c is not an 
absolute minimum of E in its free homotopy class. 
(3) Corollary 2 is closely related to[l]. In particular, it shows that the results in[ 1] are 
actually true not only for a generic set but for an open and dense set of Riemannian 
metrics. 
Proof By assumption we have H,(A(c”) U S. cm, A(cm)) # 0 for infinitely many m EN. 
Since M has finite fundamental group cm can be an absolute minimum of E in its free 
homotopy class for finitely many m&I only. Hence our claim follows from Lemma 2. 
Concerning Remark 2 we note the following: If, for one mEN, cm is not an absolute 
minimum of E in its free homotopy class then this is true for almost all m&. 
Corollary 3 treats a class of manifolds with infinite fundamental group. Further 
applications to manifolds with infinite fundamental group which are not of type K(rr, I), 
i.e. which do not have contractible universal covering, are possible but will not be treated 
in the present paper. 
COROLLARY 3. Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold which is diffeomorphic to the 
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product M, x M, qf two manifolds M,, dim M, 2 1. Suppose the$rst Betti number of M does 
not vanish. Then there exist injinitely many closed geodesics on M. More precisely: If CGAM 
represents a non -zero element of H,(M; Q) then there exist infinitely many closed geodesics 
which are freely homotopic to iterates of c. 
Remark. If M is a product with finite fundamental group then the existence of infinitely 
many closed geodesics follows from the Gromoll-Meyer theorem, see[4], p. 507. 
Proof. We denote by A, the connected component of cm in A and set A,,,‘: = (yly~A, 
and E(y) = inf (E/A,,)). By assumption we have A,fl A,,, = 4 for j # m. We want to prove 
the existence of infinitely many (geometrically different) closed geodesics in U,, ,A,,,. 
Hence we can assume that all critical orbits in U m z ,A,,, are isolated. From the decom- 
position M = M, x M, we get c = (c,, cJ and A,,, = A1,m x Az,m where Ai,m denotes the 
connected component of cim in AM,, i = 1,2. We first treat the case that c, or c2, say c2, 
is 0-homotopic. Replacing M2 by its 2-fold orientable covering if necessary, we can assume 
that Hk(M2) = Z for k = dim M2 > 0. We are going to prove that H,(A,, A,‘) # 0 for all 
m&. We have maps i: M2+A,, i(x)(s): = (elm(s), x) and r: Am+M2, r(y) = ~~(0) where 
y=(y,,y2). Then roi=idM2 and thus i induces a monomorphism of H,(M,) N Z into 
Hk(Am). Since A,,,’ consists of isolated critical orbits we have Hk(A,‘) = 0 provided k > 1. 
Hence H,(A,, A,“) # 0 if k > 1. In the case k = 1, i.e. M2 = S, we will show that 
r,(H,(A,O)) = 0. This implies Hk(A,, A,,,O) # 0 also for k = 1. Choose YEA,,,’ and denote by 
p the underlying prime closed geodesic, i.e., y = fi i and /3 is prime. Then the circle S - y can 
be parametrized by h: S+A,O, h(s): = (s e/3)‘. Now r oh(s) = (s *p2)‘(0) = f12(s). p2 is 
0-homotopic since pzi = y2 is 0-homotopic and 7r1(M2) = Z. Hence r,(H,(A,O)) = 0 and thus 
Hk(A,, A,O) # 0 also if k = 1. By Lustemik-Schnirelmann theory and by[6], Lemma 4.2.3, 
we obtain closed geodesics d,,,EA, such that H&l(d,,,)US *d,,,, A(d,,,)) # 0 and such that the 
d,,, are not local minima of E. Hence, by Lemma 2, there exist infinitely many closed 
geodesics in U, >, A,,,. Since there always exists a curve c as above we have proved that 
M always carries infinitely many closed geodesics. 
Finally we consider the case that both cl and c, are not 0-homotopic. Let 
h,: S+Ai,m, t +hi(t), be defined by hi(t)(s): = c,(t + ms), i = 1,2. If ri: A,,,+M, is defined by 
ri@) = /l(O) then rich,(t) = c,(t). Hence Ai,m is not l-connected and for at least one in{ 1,2} 
the fundamental group of A,,, is infinite. Hence q(A,) = n,(A,.,) x rr,(A,,,) is not cyclic. 
This implies that n,(A,, A,“) is non-trivial since either n,(A,“) is cyclic or A,,,’ has more 
than one component. By Lusternik-Schnirelmann theory and by[6], Lemma 4.2.3, we 
obtain a closed geodesic d,,,EA,, such that the following is true: For every neighborhood 
U of S .d, there exists a homotopy class in x,(U- US .d,, U -) which is not trivial in 
rc,(A, A(d,J). We are going to prove that’H,(A(d,JUS.d,,,, A(d,J) # 0. By Lemma 2 this will 
complete our proof. We distinguish two cases: (i) There exists a neighborhood U of S .d,,,, 
such that H,(W)+ H,( U- US. d,,,) is not one-to-one. (ii) There exists a tubular neigh- 
borhood U of S.d,,, such that H,(U-)+H,(U-US.d,,,) is one-to-one. 
Now (i) immediately implies H,( U - US .d,,,, U -) # 0, hence H,(A(d,) U S .d,,,, 
A(d,,,)) # 0 by excision. In case (ii) let h represent an element of z,(U - US .d,,,, U -) which 
is not trivial in rr,(A, A(d,)). Since H,(U-)+H,(U-US.d,,,) is one-to-one we can assume 
h(O) = h(1). Then [h]q(U, h(0)) is not contained in the image of q(U-, h(0)). Now we 
consider the following diagram: 
p(U-, h(0)) + n,(U, h(0)) 
1 1 
H,(U-) --) H,(U) -+ H,(U, U-) 
H,(U-US.d,,,, U-). 
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The curve h represents an element of any of these groups with the exception of TI,(C~ -, h(O)) 
and H,(U -). In order to prove that 0 # [h]M,( U - U S .d,,,, C’ -) it suffices to show that 
[h]&ZI(U) is not in the image of H,(U ->. This follows from the facts that 
n,(U-, h(O))+H,(U-) is onto and that n,(V, h(O))+H,(U) is an isomorphism since U is 
a tubular neighborhood of the circle S. d,,,. By excision H,( U - U S. d,,,, U -) # 0 implies 
H,(A(d,JUS .d,,,, A(d,,,)) # 0 and this completes the proof of Corollary 3. 
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